
Miles: Sub Topic: Agriculture 
Agriculture has had some huge technological advancements during ancient egypt. This included 
more animals being domesticated and traps being used to hunt for food. One trapped animal 
was the duck which they would trap in tall grass and put down springing nets. They used cattle 
for both dairy and beef. The Egyptian farmers were very low class just like most of ancient 
civilizations. They also connected farming to religion if they had a bad harvest they would think 
the gods were angry at them. Farming also connected to trade and economy with food being 
traded for other items they did not have. The Egyptians took farming and religion very seriously 
both together and separate.  
 
Sami | Sub Topic: Trade 
 
Trade wasn’t that based on technology but the items and goods were somehow probably 
related. This is because making something first needs a purpose as something without purpose 
is redundant. Transport was a big part of trade as it was how products were brought from one 
place to another. Transportation had inventions that helped for travel with goods fast or 
efficiently. An example is boats, boats were a sort of large basket that were made of papyrus, a 
reed of the Nile River. This worked because reeds are hollow so they can hold air inside, which 
is lighter than water. Larger Egyptian ships were made of wood and were only made up of the 
outer shell. At the time and helped with transportation by water which was better than walking. 
Now with agriculture there were also inventions that helped make crop growth more efficient. 
For example if you ever think of a plow, its purpose is to help make plowing a field more 
efficient. Some things traded by the Egyptians were pots, bread, papyrus, wine, etc. Papyrus is 
a reed found by the Nile River and would be made into a paper like material by setting them 
side by side and overlaying and soaking it. After that it would dry in the sun and be cut into 
pieces. Lots of things in not just Egyptian trade were technology or an advancement as items 
traded were usually wanted for a use that helps with something in someone’s job or daily life. 
 
 
 
 
Eli l sub topic: transportation 
Transportation in Ancient Egypt made many advancements with one of the important being the 
boat. The main purpose of the boat was to trade goods such as agricultural goods, luxurious 
goods, etc. The Pharaohs and their servants typically drove and manned the boat. Boats could 
be used in many ways such as trade, transportation, fishing, and even simple enjoyment. 
Ancient Egypt boats also tie in with religion as the Pharaohs were buried with two boats, this 
was said to guide them to the after life. 


